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Inside Out Records is nearing its first birthday and is celebrating with a strong release. This 
compilation of four intriguing, brand new tracks will leave you with a myriad of emotions. The label 
stays focused on its sound of choice: quality deep house with experimental touches, served up in the 
perfect amount. Keep that repeat button off; these are meant to be savored, not devoured.

Stevie R and Ian McKenzie start the compilation off with Your Flame In Me. The track darkens the 
atmosphere with a powerful theme that twists in ethereal, spacey synths, while a soul searching vocal 
echoes with emotion and loss. The growing tension in the bassline gives way to a smooth rhythm.

The second piece, Billie Fountain’s Stick Shift, keeps the tone right where it should be - dark, 
pensive, and magnificent. A booming, staccato bassline complements a beautiful vocal performance, 
and the gradually building pace evokes feelings of patience and redemption.

Pulling us from the depths of our reverie, Acid District comes next with Alone in the Sky and lifts us 
with the smooth harmonies of bells, synths, strings and guitars. Individually simple melodies are 
woven together to create a complex whole, helping you find an inner harmony to match.

The last track is an original from Stevie and Ian called Beautiful Strange, a daring, yet well-executed 
experiment combining Eastern scales and Western bass.  String instruments twirl above a full, pulsing 
bassline, drawing the listener into a deep and dancy headspace.

TRACKLIST

01. Stevie R & Ian Mckenzie - Your Flame In Me (Original Mix)
02. Billie Fountain - Stick Shift (Original Mix)
03. Acid District - Alone In The Sky (Original Mix)
04. Stevie R & Ian Mckenzie - Beautiful Strange (Original Mix)
05. Stevie R & Ian Mckenzie - Your Flame In Me (Dub Mix)
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